Skagit Runners Chip Timing System

IPICO CHIP Instructions:
1. All timed participants must pick up a timing chip at packet pickup or race morning.
2. Timing chips must be affixed to your shoelace with the zip tie provided. They must lay flat on the top of your shoe for best results.
3. Please do not swap timing chips with family or friends.
4. Results will be calculated by chip time, no chip no time!
5. Please do not exit the finish chute with your timing chip.
6. Participants will be charged $30 for timing chips not returned after the race.
7. If you accidentally leave with your chip send it back to us at:
   Skagit Runners, P.O. Box 120, Burlington, WA 98233

How It Works

The IPICO Sports data capture system is very simple. The Sportag™ contains a microchip and two antenna loops—one to “wake-up” the tag and the other to send its signal. When the tag comes into contact with the antenna mat, it wakes up and starts sending its unique signal again and again to the reader, which stores volumes of data to be managed and communicated.